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I.  Background 
 
Digital Tools and CRL 
 
The Center’s five-year strategic plan, adopted in 2002, provided the broad 
outlines of an agenda for the time period 2002-2007. Guided by that plan, 
we have taken steps to increase the impact of CRL collection development, 
improve discoverability of CRL collections, broaden the Center’s role in 
cooperative preservation, and expand and diversify the Center’s sources of 
revenue.   
 
Midway through the period covered by the plan, we must now project beyond 
2007 and outline the next stage in the organization’s continuing evolution.  
While the Center’s mission will remain the same – ensuring the availability of 
critical resources for advanced scholarly research and teaching -- our 
methods must change to enable us to surmount new challenges.  Three 
factors in particular warrant rethinking our current service model:   
 

1)  The rapid shift of producers and users of scholarly materials from 
tangible media to digital media, as advanced research increases its 
reliance on sources that are either “born” or delivered digitally.   
 
2) An aging but priceless and irreplaceable corpus of paper and film 
materials, which as time passes will deteriorate through continued 
handling and be put at greater risk through continued transport.   
 
3)  The high cost-per-use of CRL resources, which are by definition 
costly to develop and maintain and by nature infrequently used.   
 

These circumstances suggest that we should move decisively and rapidly to 
integrate digital technology as fully a possible in its support of research and 
teaching.  While the Center’s collections are still predominantly print and 
microform, the amount of materials that we deliver electronically has been 
increasing steadily each year.  We will endeavor to accelerate this process 
and put in place by the year 2009 the workflows and mechanisms necessary 
to provide all CRL holdings in electronic form.    
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Analysis   
 
Because the Center specializes in preserving and making available materials 
that are not useful to a mass market, but rather are critical to advanced and 
often specialized research, its digital conversion strategy will have to be 
highly efficient and economical. Hence electronic delivery of Center film and 
paper holdings is probably best accomplished on an “on-demand” basis, 
rather than by creating a “just-in-case” digital library.  This will require us to 
apply new technologies, surmount formidable intellectual property issues, 
redesign core processes like cataloging and document delivery, and 
implement new approaches to cooperative acquisition and collection 
development.  In short, this will involve changing CRL operations 
fundamentally over the next few years. 
 
To inform its planning the Center obtained a grant from the Gladys Krieble 
Delmas Foundation to do a fine-grained analysis of our current document 
delivery and ILL flows, and to begin to determine the best methodology for 
on-demand digital conversion of print and microfilm content.  The analysis 
revealed a number of things.  A few examples:   
 

o In August 2004 (a slow month for the Center) we sent out 1.89 
million pages of requested materials;  in October, a brisk month, 
we sent out 2.54 million pages 

 
o Of the August totals U.S. and foreign newspapers accounted for 

approximately 74% of the pages delivered;   
 

o 11% were U.S. and state government documents; 9% were 
journals. 

 
o On average nearly 30% of the pages delivered were for materials 

that were published before 1923, or that are in the public domain. 
 

o Of the U.S. newspapers delivered in microform, 60% were from 
film published by ProQuest or its subsidiaries; almost 14% from 
New York Public Library film; 11% from LC film. 

 
From the Delmas study we are beginning to get a clear picture of the 
distribution, volume and patterns of use of Center collections.  This will 
enable us to model costs and workflows to meet those demands 
electronically.   
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Digital Resources for Area Studies 
 
Meanwhile, we have begun to lay the groundwork for the transition on 
several fronts.  The Area Microform Projects (AMPs), based at the Center, 
have traditionally preserved critical, endangered archives and other primary 
source materials by capturing same on microfilm and fiche.  A number of the 
AMPs are now beginning to adopt digital media for preserving and delivering 
content.  It is important to note that under its area studies programs the 
Center has already developed and now provides Web access to close to one 
million digital files of materials through the Digital South Asia Library and the 
Brazilian Presidential Reports.  
 
Other recent area studies developments:   
 
o The Southeast Asian Materials Project (SEAM) has decided to fund the 

aggregation and conversion to electronic form of election returns from the 
recent Philippine national elections. This includes a vast amount of 
numerical and tabular data on candidates and their popular support, 
province by province. SEAM is also considering adding additional available 
data sets to this collection in the future. 

.    
o Under the Cooperative Africana Microform Project (CAMP) the Center 

digitized recently discovered and conserved documents from Timbuktu 
relating to the early slave trade in Africa during the medieval period, and 
is making the digital files and accompanying metadata available on the 
Web.   

 
o Under its Technological Information and Cooperation for Foreign 

Information Access program (TICFIA) the U.S. Department of Education 
awarded the Center $798,131 for a four-year collaborative project to 
improve access to vital resources on South Asia for scholars, public 
officials, business leaders and other citizens through the creation of digital 
resources delivered via the Web.  The project will develop and bring 
together complex digital objects in several different formats from several 
sources around the world, and present them on the Center’s Digital South 
Asia Library web site 

 
 
Many of the kinds of documents traditionally preserved by the AMPs, such as 
newspapers, declarations, and political tracts, are now migrating from paper 
to the Web. Soon most of those documents will exist only in electronic form. 
In pursuit of a viable strategy for preserving these born-digital sources, the 
Center recently completed its Mellon-funded Political Communications Web 
Archiving (PCWA) investigation.  The PCWA project participants analyzed the 
behaviors of producers and users of Web-based political communications, 
explored selection regimes, and learned a great deal about how to effectively 
ensure persistent access to the most important of these materials.   
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We expect to apply what we learned to one or more of the AMP programs, 
with initial efforts probably focusing on the Middle East and Latin America.   
 
Meanwhile, we worked with the Mellon Foundation to convene a group of 
selected Latin American scholars for a forum addressing what new sources, 
digital and traditional, are needed for advanced research today in Economics, 
History, Law, Political Science, and Cultural Studies in the region. The 
conference outcomes will help shape the Center’s collecting and preservation 
agenda.   
 
One of the conclusions of forum participants is that while the commercial and 
government sectors preserve and provide access to a great deal of 
knowledge, statistics, and historical evidence pertaining to Latin America, 
they fail to preserve highly significant materials, like information generated 
by governments at the sub-national and state levels, and much information 
relating to social, cultural and political activities, such as human rights 
archives.  We will have to continue to preserve such materials, but will also 
have to deliver those materials to a larger audience of users, including 
libraries and researchers in the developing world.   
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II. Prospective Scenarios or Streams of Activity 
 
There are several ways in which the Center might better support scholarly 
research by exploiting and more fully integrating digital technology in its 
activities and programs.  Four streams of activity seem promising:  
 
1. On-Demand Conversion of Collection Materials: In response to user 
requests, the Center now digitizes journal articles and chapters from 
monographs, and delivers them using Ariel software.  (On average 42% of 
the requests fulfilled by the Center are now delivered electronically.)  It also 
scans paper materials that are too fragile to handle or ship, and delivers 
them on CD-ROM.  There has been a steady increase in both kinds of activity 
over the last three years. The Center might expand its capabilities to 
encompass electronic delivery of “long runs” of collection material, such as 
entire monographs, consecutive volumes of journals or newspapers and 
multiple reels of microfilm.   
 
This might involve scanning the materials and placing the digital files on a 
secure server with password-protected access for the user.  Or it might 
involve simply sending the user the files on a CD-ROM. 
 
There will be limitations on the types of requests that we will be able to 
honor on an on-demand basis without additional resources.  At present we do 
not limit the amount of material we lend per request, and the cost to the 
member institutions is not affected by the amount of use its scholars make of 
the collections.  With provision of digital content, however, the cost of 
fulfilling requests will increase in direct relation to the amount of material 
provided.  Moreover, with digital delivery it may be feasible (for copyright as 
well as economic reasons) to provide only page images of requested 
materials, rather than searchable OCR text.   
 
Specific user needs: 
 
A scholar at the University of Missouri at Kansas City recently borrowed over 
250 microfilm reels of a U.S. newspaper. And a Duke University scholar 
requested about 700 reels of the Los Angeles Times. This suggests that 
changes in the way we respond may be in order.  For instance:   
 
o Would direct consultation with the scholar about what is needed result in 

more focused and hence efficient digitization? For instance, the Missouri 
researcher might need to consult only the January 1 issue of the 
newspaper each year of the twenty-year run.  Conversion and posting of 
that issue would enable us to avoid risk in sending such a long run, and 
the inconvenience to other researchers caused by the materials being 
charged out. 
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o Could fulfillment of such requests digitally be done over the course of a 
semester, rather than at once, depending on the user’s need?  The 
materials, even if under copyright, might then be mounted on a secure 
server or workspace accessible to a single simultaneous user.  

 
o Could we fulfill requests for back runs of a major newspaper like the Los 

Angeles Times or New York Times by negotiating for the patron one-
time, limited access to the electronic version of the newspaper from its 
publisher.  

 
We will have to consider how our Access Services staff serve researchers, 
and begin to view CRL services less as ILL and more as publishing (or 
republishing) activities.   
 
Services could be tailored more closely to specific user needs and may 
require us to integrate in our services a more direct and active relationship 
with the user.  In addition to fielding requests for specific items, as we now 
do, we might take a more active stance and query the researcher about the 
specific materials needed and the desired timeframe for use, and then deliver 
materials timetable and in a way that would accommodate those needs.  We 
might also work with member ILL or library liaisons to match CRL resources 
to pending courses and research projects.  
 
In the April-October time frame we will be looking closely at user behaviors, 
at how individual scholars make use of Center collections.  Determining the 
extent to which borrowed CRL materials are consulted by multiple users, 
incorporated in or copied for course reserves or assigned readings, and 
patterns and duration of use of said materials will inform the design of CRL 
on-demand digital services.  
 
 
 
2. Strategic Digitization of Legacy Materials:   
 
To improve access to Center collections, and expand the range of paper and 
film-based materials available to Center members, we will have to 
supplement on-demand conversion with strategic conversion of whole 
collections and genres of materials.  The Center’s Purchase Proposal 
program, Shared Purchase program, and the Area Microform Projects (AMPs) 
guide Center preservation and acquisition of traditional materials.  They 
could also guide selection of materials to be converted and made available 
digitally.   
 
Under the Purchase Proposal and Shared Purchase programs funds are 
allocated each year to purchase major archives and collections in microform, 
chosen through member consensus.  Re-conceived as cooperative digitization 
programs, these efforts might: 
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a) Identify for digital conversion specific Center collections, like foreign 
official gazettes, foreign government documents, state geological 
survey publications; or smaller groups of materials to support 
advanced level courses; 
 
b) Identify materials digitized on demand by the Center for the 
addition of functionality (such as indexing, OCR); 
  
c) Identify and fund digital conversion of collections or portions of 
collections maintained by member institutions, such as foreign 
newspapers slated for disposal, U.S. government documents. 
 
d) Identify important Web-based materials for harvesting and 
archiving.   

 
We indicated above how some of the Area Microform Programs (AMPs), which 
now identify important, at-risk or geographically dispersed materials and 
preserve them by microfilming, are beginning to embrace preservation in 
digital formats.  Digital capture is sometimes practical in instances where a 
microfilming operation is politically or logistically impractical.  (The 
Hemingway manuscripts preservation project in Cuba, and the conversion of 
Urdu journals at the Aligarh Muslim University in India are examples of such 
instances.) Hence, employing digital capture can enable the AMPs to preserve 
at-risk materials at a faster pace. 

 
 
 
3. Mediated Procurement of Electronic Resources:  A number of Center 
members have expressed interest in the Center’s licensing specialized 
databases and resources for member institutions. This year we began to 
experiment with such activity under the German-North American Resources 
Partnership (GNARP).  Working with Northwestern University’s Jeffrey Garrett 
we brokered subscriptions to the Bibliographie der deutschen Sprach- und 
Literaturwissenschaft (BDSL) for 22 ARL libraries, securing favorable rates 
with the German publisher of that resource. We also licensed the Xipolis 
database from a second German publisher.   
 
In this role the Center should not merely adopt the “buying club’ model, 
where collective purchasing power results only in reduced costs.  More than 
merely licensing materials for its members, we should add value by ensuring 
persistent accessibility of the content licensed.  This could be done in one of 
two ways:   
 

a) by securing digital repository services wherein an “escrow” copy of 
licensed documents and content are secured and maintained; or   
 
b) by providing to CRL members and constituents brokering or 
mediating services with electronic publishers and harvesters, auditing 
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the processes and systems of the publisher/harvester or the third-
party digital repository on behalf of the consortium members, and 
certifying the results, indicating the level of assurance of persistence 
or risk of loss.   

 
The recent grant from the Mellon Foundation to support development of the 
process and funding plan for the auditing and certification of digital archives 
will subsidize work on the latter strategy over the next 18 months.   
 
 
4. Acquisition of Born-Digital Content  
 
The Political Web investigation found that much critical information and 
documentation exists today only in electronic form.  Political organizations 
and actors, governments and NGOs continue to shift their communication 
and informational activities to the Web, some abandoning paper altogether.  
The Center’s existing strategies for documenting the activities of and data 
produced by these organizations, i.e., through acquisition and microform of 
paper copies under the AMP programs, will not prevent the loss of critical 
historical and heritage information in the future.   
 
News organizations, as well as political organizations, have also changed the 
ways they operate.  During the last ten years the distribution model for 
current news content has been radically altered.  The Web is now a primary 
outlet for current news, in born-electronic, full text and flat-image file form.  
60 percent of the content that is now delivered by the Center is news: 
microfilm and hard-copy newspapers, news broadcast transcripts, and press 
reports.  The Center now acquires this content through its Foreign 
Newspaper Microfilm Project, through the Area Microform Projects, and 
through purchase of microfilm produced by the New York Public Library, LC, 
major universities like the University of Florida, and commercial sources like 
Norman Ross and ProQuest.  Today, aggregators like LexisNexis, NewsBank, 
and Thomson Gale distribute electronically the same content that the Center 
and others continue to capture and laboriously annotate in microform – and 
they add considerable value through indexing and aggregation.   
 
How we might address these changes: 
 
o Political communications – One strategy is to work with the Internet 

Archive to begin to harvest and archive Web-based political 
communications of specific groups. The IA has proposed to undertake a 
pilot project this summer to archive sites selected by Center and Center 
members.  The results of this will determine whether or not this is a 
viable strategy.    

 
o News – Under the Foreign Newspaper Microfilming Program we could shift 

from filming current newspapers to securing the news content in 
electronic form, directly from the publishers or aggregators.  Partnerships 
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might be formed with strategically useful news organizations like 
LexisNexis, Thomson Gale (World News Connection), Reuters, Associated 
Press, Agence France-Presse, others.   

 
Alternately, we might use other means to ensure the availability and integrity 
of the content for future scholars and other stakeholders.   This could 
involve, as in activity stream 3, auditing and certification of the electronic 
content held by the producing organizations.   
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III. Moving Upstream 
 
The scenarios described above involve moving the Center “upstream” in the 
lifecycle of published materials, forging new and closer relationships with the 
producers and publishers of the kinds of materials we have traditionally 
collected.  Together these scenarios entail shifting the collection development 
model/paradigm of the Center from “acquiring” to “securing.” 
 
In its current role the Center is a purchaser, or client, of the producers.  The 
new service models will require a more collaborative relationship between the 
Center and producers and the Center and its users.  To support on-demand 
digital delivery we will have to routinely secure digital rights for limited 
downstream uses of newly acquired materials as part of the acquisitions 
process.  Such limited rights might include simply the right to make page 
images available for scholarly research, or to make electronic versions of the 
materials available to a single “simultaneous” user.  
 
We will also need to be able to ensure that the digital assets generated 
through on-demand and cooperative conversion of Center content continue 
to be stored, presented, migrated to future platforms, and otherwise 
managed to guarantee persistent access.  Rather than building from scratch 
new mechanisms for providing these functions it would be more cost-
effective to partner with publishers and aggregators who already have such 
capabilities in place.   
 
Expanding electronic capture and delivery will result in the gradual 
accumulation at the Center of a critical mass of digital resources comparable 
in scale to the holdings of some major publishers.  The resources produced 
could be maintained on the Web under one or more of the many digital 
library programs like the LC’s National Digital Library, the Making of America, 
others.  Or they might become “collectively owned” resources, available to 
members only through authenticated environment.     
 
Either way, managing such resources will require a platform (or platforms) 
for on-line presentation and use of the digital content and systems for 
administering access to same.  It would cost the Center far less to exploit an 
existing platform for this purpose, than it would cost to create such a 
platform itself.  Here partnership with third parties, such as non-profit or 
commercial publishers, individual CRL member institutions, and others, could 
bring additional resources and capabilities to the effort.   
 
Such partners might include:  National Archives and Records Administration, 
the Law Libraries Microfilm Consortium, ProQuest or IDC, OCLC, or LC.  There 
are many others. 
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The programmatic suggestions outlined above represent some initial ideas on 
strategies for the Center beyond 2007.  We will continue to gather additional 
data about collection use, and solicit the comments and thoughts from the 
CRL stakeholders.  Once our specific goals are formulated we will have to 
procure the additional funding necessary to subsidize the fundamental 
transformation of Center operations and processes that the shift to digital will 
require.  This shift will be necessary, however, to enable the Center to keep 
up with the times and to serve the changing needs of its constituents. 
 
 
 


